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Abstract: The characterisation of aerosol emissions from volcanoes is a crucial step towards the
assessment of their importance for regional air quality and regional-to-global climate. In this paper
we present, for the first time, the characterisation of aerosol emissions of the Stromboli volcano,
in terms of their optical properties and emission flux rates, carried out during the PEACETIME
oceanographic campaign. Using sun-photometric observations realised during a near-ideal full
plume crossing, a plume-isolated aerosol optical depth of 0.07–0.08 in the shorter-wavelength visible
range, decreasing to about 0.02 in the near infrared range, was found. An Ångström exponent of
1.40 ± 0.40 was also derived. This value may suggest the dominant presence of sulphate aerosols
with a minor presence of ash. During the crossing, two separate plume sections were identified, one
possibly slightly affected by ash coming from a mild explosion, and the other more likely composed
of pure sulphate aerosols. Exploiting the full crossing scan of the plume, an aerosol emission flux rate
of 9–13 kg/s was estimated. This value was 50% larger than for typical passively degassing volcanoes,
thus pointing to the importance of mild explosions for aerosol emissions in the atmosphere.

Keywords: volcanic plumes; volcanic aerosols; Stromboli volcano; sun-photometry; aerosol optical
properties; aerosol emission rate

1. Introduction

Through their varied and diverse activity, volcanoes emit both gaseous and particulate
species that can affect the downwind atmospheric composition [1,2], aerosol layer [2,3], radia-
tive balance [4,5] and cloud occurrence [6,7] at different spatiotemporal scales and in both the
troposphere and the stratosphere. In particular, volcanic emissions are an important source
of aerosol particles for the Earth’s atmosphere. Depending on their internal geochemical and
geophysical processes, volcanoes can emit two types of aerosol: primary mineral ash and
primary (see case-study in [8]) or secondary sulphate aerosol (SA). Ash is mainly produced by
magma solidification when, after fragmentation due to eruptive processes, it enters in contact
with the atmosphere. Secondary sulphate aerosols are formed by gas-to-particle conversion
of primary sulphur dioxide (SO2) gaseous emissions, during both explosive and quiescent
degassing. Past analyses suggest that 14% to 36% of the global tropospheric SA burden may
be volcanogenic [9,10]. Recent studies have highlighted that SA is also present in the young
near-source plumes emanating from volcanoes that degas, more or less continuously, to the
atmosphere, e.g., [4,11,12]. On the opposite end of the spectrum of volcanic activity types,
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explosive eruptions are well known to impact the upper-tropospheric—lower-stratospheric
aerosol budget and properties, with higher-altitudes injections of both fine ash and secondary
SA [13].

The characterisation of aerosol emissions from volcanoes and their atmospheric dis-
persion and aging processes, using remote-sensing techniques, is a powerful tool to link
these emissions with their downwind impacts on the air quality and the radiative balance.
Satellite-borne, e.g., [14], air-borne, e.g., [15] and ground-based, e.g., [16,17] techniques
have all been proposed, in the past, to characterise volcanic aerosols at relevant spatiotem-
poral scales, as well as their synergies [18,19]. These observations and their synergies
allowed the estimation of the impacts of volcanic emission on the climate system from the
local [4] to the regional [18,20] to the global scale [21].

The near-crater characterisation of aerosol emissions is one important step towards
larger-scale estimations of the impacts of volcanic emission. This is particularly important
for continuously degassing volcanoes. One notable example of a continuously degassing
volcano is Stromboli, Italy. In the present paper we present the characterisation of aerosol
emissions of the Stromboli volcano in the western Mediterranean, in terms of their optical
properties and emission flux rates, carried out during the PEACETIME oceanographic
campaign [22]. Very few past works dealt with the characterisation of aerosol properties
from the Stromboli volcano [23–25]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first estimation
of Stromboli aerosol emissions and optical properties using remote-sensing techniques and
the first estimation overall of Stromboli aerosol emission rates.

The present manuscript is structured as follows. In Section 2, the geological framework
of Stromboli volcano, its activity style and its conditions during the measurement campaign
are introduced. In Section 3, the observation methodologies are discussed. Results are
presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Stromboli Volcano and Its Activity during the Measurement Campaign

Stromboli is the emergent portion of a ~3.4 km high stratovolcano rising up to about
920 m above sea level from the Tyrrhenian Sea off South Italy, (38◦48′N, 15◦13′E; Figure 1a,b).
The volcano, world-known for its mild and uninterrupted Strombolian activity [26], is famous
for its eruptive style, that has become the archetype of “Strombolian activity”: intermittent,
mild explosions (Figure 1a) of incandescent lava fragments (bombs and lapilli) ejected up to
100–200 m height above the crater terrace occurring on average every 5–20 min e.g., [26–28]. The
explosive activity of Stromboli is also characterized by occasional more violent than ordinary
explosive events named based on their intensity in major explosions and paroxysms, e.g., [27,29].
Stromboli also generates effusive eruptions of magma from fissures typically opening on the
upper flanks and supplying lava flows confined within the Sciara del Fuoco slope, e.g., [30–32].
The persistent eruptive activity of Stromboli is fed by a volatile-rich high-potassium arc basalt
whose continuous degassing through open conduits sustains a permanent volcanic plume
degassing, which contribute 1–2% of the estimated global volcanic yield of sulphur, halogens,
and trace metals to the atmosphere [33]. Considering an average explosion frequency of six per
hour and duration ≤10 s each, the active syn-explosive degassing represents only about 2% of
the emissions; therefore, the quiescent gas venting accounts for about 98% of the volcanic activity,
thus contributing to largely most of the gas output of Stromboli [34]. Chemical investigation of
Stromboli’s plume degassing has revealed a large spread of plume compositions depending on
bulk-quiescent and sin-explosive degassing. The quiescent degassing shows a well-defined time-
averaged chemical composition dominated by H2O (48–98 mol%; mean 80%), CO2 (2–50 mol%;
mean 17%) and SO2 (0.2–14 mol%; mean 3%), e.g., [35]. SO2 represents by far the main sulphur
species: SO2/H2S molar ratios range from 14 to 17 [36] and particulate sulphur accounts for
≤5% of total sulphur [33]. Compared with quiescent emissions, the bursting gas slugs associated
with the ordinary Strombolian explosive activity have a distinct chemical composition. The
gas phase is richer in CO2 (11–50%; mean 26%) and poorer in H2O (48–88%; mean, 73%) than
the bulk plume passively released by the volcano, and moreover display higher CO2/SO2,
SO2/HCl, and CO/CO2 molar ratios, e.g., [35,37]. Among trace elements, Stromboli’s plume
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contains a proportion of bromine and highly volatile metalloids and metals with sulphur affinity
(such as Se, Cd, Bi, In, and As) are the most enriched [33]. The contribution of aerosol particles
produced by condensation of the magmatic gas phase in the atmosphere was estimated to be
66% of the total aerosol volume [33], with a rapid growth near the vents but also occurring
efficiently along the plume dispersion at distances farther than 35 km [24]. Near-source soluble
sulphate particles were observed rich in SO4

2−, H+, Na+, K+ and NH4
+ ions, with concentration

ranging between 0.94–2.14 µmol m−3 and aerosol size distribution essentially monomodal.
Condensation nuclei have been observed in Stromboli plume, with maximum concentration
localized close to the vent [25]. Based on in situ optical and morphological measurements, the
aerosol particles of Stromboli degassing plumes result to be porous with 18–35% of air voids in
terms of the total volume [26].
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Figure 1. (a) Picture of Stromboli volcano during the measurement campaign, with a typical Strombolian explosion
visible. (b) Location of Stromboli volcano (brown triangle) in the wider context of southern Italy. (c) MicroTops-II (MII)
sun-photometric AOD observations at 440 nm before, during and after the section scan on Stromboli plume. The black arrow
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shows the average wind direction during the plume crossing. The Ångström exponent (440/675 nm) for the section scan is
shown in the inlet of panel c.

During the day of our survey, the volcanic aerosol measurements and features of
which are reported here (22 May 2017), the volcano showed its typical activity, with
rhythmic Strombolian explosions of variable energy, from different vents, at an average
frequency of 15–20 events per hour (see open-file reports at www.ct.ingv.it and ref. [38]).
The daily average SO2 flux observed remotely by means of the FLAME (FLux Automatic
MEasurements) scanning DOAS (differential optical absorption spectroscopy) network
was of ~230 103 kg d−1.

3. Data and Methods
3.1. The PEACETIME Campaign

The PEACETIME oceanographic campaign (https://doi.org/10.17600/17000300) took
place in the western and central Mediterranean between 11 May and 10 June 2017 on board
the French research vessel “Pourquoi Pas?”. The main target of the PEACETIME campaign
was to better understand air-sea interface processes after atmospheric deposition in the
Mediterranean Sea. Shipboard determinations of marine and atmospheric parameters
were made from atmospheric and ocean underway, as well from water-column sampling
stations that were occupied during the cruise [22]. During the cruise, on 22 May 2017, the
vessel passed close-by the Stromboli volcano and a short dedicated measurement session,
while crossing the volcanic plume, was realised. The “Pourquoi Pas ?” vessel had the
PEGASUS platform onboard, which is a collection of atmospheric in situ instruments;
none of them reveals any sign of volcanic influence on the surface air composition. This
absence of increase in particulate matter concentration, SO2 concentration or sulphate
occurrence indicates that the Stromboli plume, emitted at an altitude higher than 900 m,
was likely confined in the free troposphere. Indeed, the LiDAR measurements on board
the vessel (unfortunately not working on the day of the crossing) have detected a marine
boundary layer heights lower than 500 m during most of the cruise, as it is expected over
the Mediterranean Sea under these weather conditions [39]. Our detection of the Stromboli
plume relied mostly on sun-photometric observations which are described in Section 3.2
and are discussed in the present paper.

3.2. Observations of Volcanic Aerosols’ Optical Properties with a MicroTops Sun-Photometer

Aerosol optical properties of the Stromboli plume were derived on 22 May 2017, during
the PEACETIME campaign, using a hand-held MicroTops-II (MII) sun-photometer [40].
The MII instrument is very light (about 600 g), thus allowing agile observations based
on movable platforms like ships [41]. The MII instrument measures direct sun radiance
at relatively small field of view (2.5◦). The specific model used during this campaign
(s/n 17879) has four channels in the atmospheric-window visible spectral range (Ch.1:
380.0 ± 0.4 nm, with nominal FWHM of 4.0 nm, and Ch.2: 440.0 ± 1.5, Ch.3: 500.0 ± 1.5
and Ch.4: 675.0 ± 1.5 nm, with nominal FWHM of 10.0 nm), as well as one channel in
the near infrared spectral range (Ch.5: 1020.0 ± 1.5 nm, with nominal FWHM of 10.0 nm),
used to derive the aerosol optical depth (AOD) at these wavelengths. The manual sun-
pointing is performed with the aid of a sun target window which displays an optical
projection of the sun-disk position with respect to the input optics section of the instrument.
The instrument used during the campaign was Langley pre-calibrated at the Service
d’Observation PHOTONS in April 2017. The AOD uncertainties are typically dominated
by: 1) calibration uncertainties, 2) measured signal error, which is mostly dependent on
pointing errors and electronic noise, 3) errors linked to Rayleigh scattering and gaseous
absorption corrections (e.g., ozone absorption correction for Ch.1). While all these error
sources are limited, e.g. [40,41], pointing errors during ship-based observations require
special care to avoid larger error contributions. As discussed by Porter et al. [41], we limited
pointing-errors by using short time acquisitions and by excluding aberrant larger AOD

www.ct.ingv.it
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values from the dataset. Taking care of pointing errors, the theoretical uncertainties of our
MII AOD can be estimated <±0.02 [41].

The AOD at the five wavelengths, from Ch.1 to Ch.5, of vertically confined and geo-
metrically thin plumes, like for volcanic plumes, are obtained by atmospheric background
correction as described in detail by, for example, Sellitto et al. [16]. When the direct sun
observation is performed as to traverse a confined aerosol plume, the measured AOD
(AODT) is the addition of the plume (AODP) and atmospheric background (AODB) AODs:

AODT(λ) = AODP(λ) + AODB(λ) (1)

then, the AODP can be isolated by subtracting an estimation of AODB from the in-plume
AODT observations. The atmospheric background AODB can be estimated with the ac-
quisition of MII AOD observations in regions free of the confined plume aerosols but not
spatiotemporally too far from the in-plume acquisitions, in order to ensure that the atmo-
sphere remains reasonably homogeneous between background and in-plume observations.
It is also assumed that the clear atmosphere aerosol optical depth in the volume occupied
by the plume is negligible with respect to the overall columnar AODB. With the aforemen-
tioned atmospheric background correction, it is then possible to obtain five-wavelengths
spectra of the volcanic plume AODP(λ).

The AOD variation with wavelength λ can be modelled using the empirical Ångström law:

AODP(λ) = βλ−AE (2)

where β is the AOD at a reference wavelength (λ = 1000 nm) and AE is the so called
Ångström exponent of the confined plume. The AE is an optical proxy of the mean size
of the aerosol layer, that has been used in past observations of volcanic plumes as an
empirical discriminant parameter to distinguish between larger ash particles and smaller
SA [e.g., 4, 42]. Thus, the plume’s AE can be derived using the AODP at two wavelengths,
as follows:

AE = −
ln AOD(λ1)

AOD(λ2)

ln λ1
λ2

(3)

the volcanic plume’s AE observations discussed in this paper are derived using the AODP
for channels at 440.0 (Ch.2) and 675 nm (Ch.4). The AE is a bulk optical proxy for particle
mean size in an aerosol plume. Bigger AEs are generally linked to smaller particles, on
average, in the sampled plume and vice versa. The plume’s AE values larger than e.g.,
1.0–1.5 have been associated to volcanic SA and smaller values to the possible presence of
ash, e.g., [4,42]. Based on the discussion of Sellitto et al. [4], the theoretical uncertainties of
the atmospheric-window AE derived by MII is expected to be <±0.2 (<±15%), for typical
conditions during the campaigns.

3.3. Estimation of the Aerosol Mass Flux

As discussed by Porter at al. [17], starting from a complete transversal section crossing
scan of a horizontally confined aerosol plume, based on a series of AOD measurements of
the plume, the aerosol mass flux rate AFR can be calculated as:

AFR =
ws

MEC ∑
i

Di ∗ AODi (4)

where MEC is the mass extinction coefficient of the aerosol layer, AODi is the plume’s
aerosol optical depth measurement, at the same wavelength of MEC, for the section interval
i of width Di and ws is the average wind speed (providing that the wind speed and direction
is relatively constant during the crossing scan). As we have identified two different sections
of the plume, with different optical properties (see Table 1), we calculate mass flux for
them separately:
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AFR1 =
ws

MEC1
∑i={j} Di ∗ AODi (5)

AFR2 =
ws

MEC2
∑i={k} Di ∗ AODi (6)

In Equations (5) and (6), the indices 1 and 2 refer to plume sections 1 and 2 and j and
k refer to corresponding section intervals in the overall plume section discretisation (the
indices i in Equation (4)).

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Optical Characterisation of the Stromboli Plume

Figure 1c shows the MII sun-photometric AODT observations at 440 nm during the
approach, the cross-scan and after the crossing of the volcanic plume emitted from Strom-
boli volcano, during the PEACETIME campaign. Complementary radiation measurements,
with an on-board sky radiometer, show that the sky was cloud free during this time interval.
As is clearly visible from the figure, a different typical cluster of AOD values can be found
that can empirically be associated to the atmospheric background and separate sections of
the plume: 1) moderate AOD values further from the volcano, both at the beginning and at
the end of the measurement session, 2) a first marked increase of the AODT closer to the
volcano, 3) a second cluster of enhanced AODT, larger than those of point 1 but smaller
than those of point 2. The AODT observations of point 1 can easily be attributed to the
atmospheric background. During this cluster of observations, at larger distance from the
volcano, we were not under the plume. The AODT observations of point 2 and 3 can be
attributed to the Stromboli plume, as confirmed by visual observations during the crossing
(Figure 1a), and are further discussed in the following section.

Based on this first discrimination, we then carried out the atmospheric background
correction of Equation (1) and isolated the AODP values for the Stromboli plume. Figure 2
shows the average AOD spectral values at the five MII channels for the atmospheric
background AODB(λ) (average of section 1) and the isolated Stromboli plume AODP(λ)
(average of atmospheric-corrected sections 2 and 3). The atmospheric background AODB
has typical values of about 0.14–0.18 in the shorter-wavelength visible range, decreasing
to about 0.04 in the near infrared range. Background AOD values of about 0.12–0.15,
in the visible spectral range, are also observed by Aqua-MODIS (MODerate resolution
Imaging Spectrometer) satellite instrument in the area, a few hours later our campaign
(not shown here), thus confirming our MII background AOD. We found moderate AODP
values for the Stromboli plume, with typical values of about 0.07–0.08 in the shorter-
wavelength visible range, decreasing to about 0.02 in the near infrared range. At this
very proximal location from the emitting crater (less than 5 km), the Stromboli plume
had, during this campaign, slightly smaller AODP values than past AODP observations
of near-crater plumes of nearby Mount Etna volcano in passive degassing conditions
(around 0.1 in the visible spectral range) and significantly smaller values than in the
case of mild explosive activity of Mount Etna (in some cases exceeding 0.2 in the visible
spectral range) [4,16]. Figure 2 also shows the variability of the AODB and AODP in
terms of the standard deviation of their spectral mean values. It is apparent how the
background-identified AODs have a significantly smaller variability, if compared with
volcanic-plume’s AODs. This corroborates our identification of the background and plume
sections of the measurement session: proximal naturally-emitted plumes, like from volcanic
activity [16,20] or fire emissions [43], are expected to be more inhomogeneous in terms
of composition, density and particle size distribution than the atmospheric background
aerosol layer or for plumes dispersed at larger spatiotemporal scales.
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Figure 2. Average spectral AOD observations of the atmospheric background (in blue, AODB(λ))
and of the isolated Stromboli plume (in red, AODP(λ)), after the atmospheric background correction
of Equation (1). The error bars of the spectral AODs represents the standard deviation of their means,
linked to the AODs variability.

Using the information coming from the spectral variability of its AODP spectra,
summarised by the AE of the Stromboli plume, below we analyse this isolated volcanic
plume in more detail. The spatial distribution of the central part of the plume’s AE, closer
to the volcano, is shown in the inlet of Figures 1c and 3 shows the time series of the AODP
observations during the measurement session, at three selected wavelengths (380, 440
and 675 nm). The plume’s AE, calculated using Equation (3), is also shown in Figure 3.
As introduced above, two separate cluster of AODP and AE are found in the plume: a
first cluster with larger AODP and smaller AE and a second cluster with smaller AODP
and larger AE. The mean and extreme values for these two sections (hereafter referred to
as plume’s Sections 1 and 2) are summarised in Table 1 and compared with the overall
plume’s and the background averages. Section 1 has an average AODP value of 0.10 ± 0.01
at 440 nm and an average AE value of 1.23 ± 0.25, with AE values not exceeding 1.5.
Section 2 has an average AODP value of 0.05 ±0.03 at 440 nm and an average AE value of
1.57 ± 0.46, with AE values exceeding the very high value of 2.3. Section 2 has AODP/AE
combination values which are typical of passive degassing plumes [42]. In general, small
values of the AODP and AE exceeding 1.5 have been associated with ash-free volcanic
plumes, dominated by tiny secondary SA particles. This looks like the case for Section 2.
While plume’s Section 1 has not the typical extremely small AE values of ash-bearing
plumes (smaller than 1.0 and down to 0.0 in some extreme cases [42]), the values found
here seem to suggest the possible presence of at least a small fraction of fine ash, even if
the presence of larger water droplets, due to sustained water vapour condensation, cannot
be excluded. Seismic data at the Stromboli volcano (not shown here) for this specific case,
display a short-lasting peak in the amplitude of the seismogram traces that is very likely
linked to a mild explosion at about 11:15 UTC, followed by a flat seismic signal afterwards.
This supports the hypothesis that the two identified plumes sections can be associated to
an explosive event (Section 1) and passive degassing (Section 2). We then conclude that
Sections 1 and 2 definitely have different characteristics, in terms of the aerosol burden
and size distribution, with possible ash in Section 1, due to a mild explosion, and ash-free
conditions in Section 2, associated to the absence of explosions. A clear spatial separation
of these two plumes’ sections, with smaller AE in the first part of the plume crossing and
larger AE afterwards, can be seen in Figure 1c.
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Figure 3. Atmospheric background corrected plume-isolated AODP for Stromboli plume at 380 (dark
blue dots), 440 (blue dots) and 675 nm (sky blue dots), and plume’s AE (red triangles). Time is UTC.

Table 1. Average AE and AODP at 440 nm for the two identified plume’s Sections 1 and 2 (see text for
details). The averages are displayed with their standard deviation, and maximum/minimum values
interval. As a comparison, also the whole plume and atmospheric background values are reported.

Plume Section AE AODP (440 nm)

Section 1 1.23 ± 0.25; 0.57/1.48 0.10 ± 0.01; 0.07/0.13
Section 2 1.57 ± 0.46; 0.79/2.36 0.05 ± 0.03; 0.03/0.13

Whole plume 1.40 ± 0.40 0.08 ± 0.04
Background 0.93 ± 0.12 0.13 ± 0.01

As this is the first time spectral AODs for the Stromboli plume are reported, more
observations are required to characterise the likely spatiotemporal variability of both AODP
and AE values for this volcano.

4.2. Aerosol Mass Flux Rate

We provide here a raw estimation of the aerosol mass emission flux rate, using the
method summarised by Equations (5) and (6).

For the two plume clusters identified in Section 4.1, the same wind speed ws has
been used. The wind speed, measured locally at Stromboli observatory, stayed relatively
constant in both intensity and direction, during the plume crossing. Based on this dataset, a
wind speed of 1.73 m/s with the direction as indicated in Figure 1c is used. It can be noted
how the plume crossing was realised in optimal conditions, i.e., with a quasi-perpendicular
plume crossing. Limited errors can arise from the local non-perpendicularity of the scan.
Due to the different AOD spectral variability, pointing at a different aerosol size distribution
and, possibly, at a limited presence of ash in plume Section 1, the mass extinction coefficients
MEC in the two plume sections have been considered different. We used a typical MEC
interval for pure sulphate aerosols for Section 2, a minimum of 8 m2 g−1 and a maximum of
10 m2 g−1, which are reference MEC values in the visible spectral range, around 500 nm, for
SA particles [44]. Note that these reference MEC values are global average of this parameter,
for SA particles, which is most likely associated to aged SA. In this case, SA are freshly
nucleated and the MEC value can differ from aged SA, thus introducing further uncertainty
in AFR estimations. For Section 1, we hypothesised the presence of a small amount of ash,
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possibly arising from the previous Strombolian explosion detected by the seismic signature
mentioned in Section 4.1. Typical MEC for ash, around 500 nm, range between 2 and
3 m2 g−1 [45]. As the AE observations for Section 1 do not point to a largely dominant ash
component, we have empirically selected a MEC, for this cluster, ranging from 6 m2 g−1

and a maximum of 8 m2 g−1. It is important to stress that this choice is somewhat arbitrary,
so our estimations of the aerosol flux rate AFR1 for Section 1 must be taken with extreme
caution. Using these constraints and hypotheses, we obtain an AFR1 of 5 to 7 kg s−1 and
an AFR2 of 4 to 6 kg s−1. The total AFR for Stromboli, during this measurement session, is
then in the range 9–13 kg s−1. Even if the two plume sections are characterised by roughly
the same linear path length, the ashy Section 1 of the plume brings a slightly larger particles
emission flux rate than the pure SA Section 2. In fact, the combination of smaller MEC
and larger AOD associated to an ashy plume has the consequence that AFR1 is larger than
AFR2. Mild explosions can have an important role as supply of aerosols to the atmosphere.
These values of the AFR for Stromboli can be compared to the AFR observed at the nearby
Mount Etna volcano. Watson and Oppenheimer [46] estimated the AFR at Mount Etna,
using a similar method as that described in the present work and with MII observations,
during a passive degassing activity phase, and found between 4.5 and 8.0 kgs−1. Thus,
even if comparable, our estimations for Stromboli are slightly larger than for a typical
passively degassing activity, pointing to the larger impact on particle emissions of a mildly
explosive Strombolian activity.

5. Conclusions

The characterisation of aerosol emissions from volcanoes is a very important step
towards the estimation of their impact on the aerosol layer properties downwind, the
regional air quality and the regional- to larger-scale radiative balance and climate. This is
particularly important for continuously degassing volcanoes like Stromboli. In this paper,
we have presented the first characterisation of the Stromboli aerosol plume, using a MII
sun-photometer. A quasi-ideal full scan perpendicular crossing of the Stromboli plume
was realised during the PEACETIME oceanographic campaign, on 22 May 2017. Using
an atmospheric background correction, the AOD of the plume, at five wavelengths in the
visible and near-infrared spectral region, was isolated. Average AOD values of 0.07–0.08
in the shorter-wavelength visible range, around 400 nm, decreasing to about 0.02 in the
near infrared range, were found. This points to a relatively thin plume, if compared to
the atmospheric background (0.14–0.18 in the shorter-wavelength visible range, to about
0.04 in the near infrared range). Using the AOD spectral variability provided by the MII
sun-photometer, the AE of the plume could also be derived. The average AE for the plume
was estimated at 1.40 ± 0.40, thus indicating the possible dominant presence of very small
particles like sulphate aerosols, or in any case small particles, with a minor presence of the
larger ash particles. During the crossing, two separate plume sections were identified. A
first cluster of observations, during the crossing, was characterised by significantly larger
AODs and smaller AE, thus pointing to the possible presence of ash coming from a mild
explosion, that were visible during the approach of the vessel towards the plume and is
confirmed by seismological data. A second cluster of observations was characterised by
significantly smaller AODs and larger AE, thus indicating that this plume section is more
likely composed of pure sulphate aerosols or, in any case, without ash—seismological data
do not show further explosions, thus corroborating this hypothesis. The near textbook
example of the crossing (i.e., quasi-perpendicular to the wind direction and then the plume
dispersion orientation) allowed a raw estimation of the AFR for the Stromboli plume. An
aerosol emission flux rate of 9–13 kg/s was estimated. This value is comparable to AFRs
observed for the nearby Mount Etna volcano during passive degassing activity, but about
50% larger. This points to the importance of mild explosions for the supply of aerosol to
the atmosphere. More studies are needed to better determine the aerosol optical properties
and emission fluxes of Stromboli volcano, as well as their impact on the radiation balance.
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